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Shinola Hotel

Jean-Philippe Nuel

Belmond Cadogan

The luxury goods brand ventures into hospitality
with a handcrafted hotel in its home town of Detroit

The French designer brings his own style of
classic elegance to Europe’s heritage buildings

Charm, character and craftsmanship
come together at Belmond’s London debut

MLE LIGHTING
Celeste
Inspired by the Italian design of the 1950s, MLE Lighting’s Celeste
range features a wall lamp characterised by a generous round uplighter
and deep sapphire blue polished finish. Designed by Lotte Breithaupt
of Fuina Architettura, the lighting solution also uses brass components
to highlight the layers of time, the imperfections of the surface and the
craftsmanship of the welder.
www.mlelighting.com

BERT FRANK
Rote
Bert Frank’s Rote series comprises slotted, laser-cut satin brass and
black diamond leaves fitted to an internally and externally illuminated
brass ring. Designed in four versions: pendant, wall sconce, table lamp
and chandelier, the lighting solution can create a focal point over small
dining tables or be grouped as a centrepiece using small, medium and
large pendants. Thanks to the latest LED technology, Rote is also
available with Bluetooth dimming capabilities.
www.bertfrank.co.uk

ESTILUZ
Alfi

The Mirro series from Wever & Ducré has been created
in collaboration with Austrian collective 13&9 Design
and fashion designer Sabrina Stadlober. The lighting
range incorporates a reflective metallic surface that
resembles a mirror; the circular luminaire is available
as a wall, ceiling, hanging, table or floor version and
bathes spaces in warm atmospheric light.

Designed by José Manuel Ferrero
of EstudiHac and developed by
Estiluz’s design team, the Alfi
luminaires are available in floor
and pendant models. Conceived
for optimum adaptability, the series
is highly adjustable thanks to the
independent movement of its light
source components, which, coupled
with open frames, allow for the
creation of multiple configurations,
mimicking the pins that help tailors
craft multiple patterns.

www.weverducre.com

www.estiluz.com

WEVER & DUCRÉ
Mirro
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